
Start

Declare access modules

Declare local variables 

Read and quality check user 
defined options from command 

line or OPTIONSLIST 

Open and Read high spatial 
resolution static ancillary data 
files (elevation data file, coast 
mask file, land surface type 
file, land mask file, volcano 

mask file)

Initialize Level-3 arrays and grid 

Read input/output file directories 
in FILELIST

Loop-1: Process each 
orbit in FILELIST

Read AVHRR level-1b file name 
from FILELIST 

Prepare to read level-1b: 
determine if file exists, type, and 

create pixel level arrays

Read AVHRR header
Read AVHRR sensor constant files
Read sensor specific ancillary data

Open and read non-static high 
resolution ancillary data (SST 

analysis, MODIS white sky albedo 
map, and clear sky composites)

Read in NWP data (GFS or NCEP 
Reanalysis)

Populate or Read other lookup 
tables (including aerosol LUTs)

Interpolate clock error for this orbit 

Open diagnostic files

Loop-2: Process 
each orbit segment

Read AVHRR level-1b data

Define output files (on 1st segment)

Recompute geolocation

Compute some fundamental pixel-
level arrays

Interpolate ancillary data to each 
pixel in this segment

Compute NWP mapping and RTM 
values for each pixel in segment

Spatial metrics processing (e.g., 
uniformity test)

Generate pixel-level products 
(including aerosol over waters)

Write to output files (pixel-level)  & 
diagnostic output

Composite pixel-level results to 
gridded products (level-3)

RTM structure memory 
deallocation

End of Loop-2 over 
orbital segments

Compute final level-3 products 
and write to output files

Close pixel-level output files
Close non-static ancillary data files

Deallocate remaining arrays

End of Loop-1 over  
orbit in FILELIST

Close  FILELIST
Close static ancillary data files

Final deallocate remaining arrays

End
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